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 What blockchain is

 What cryptocurrencies are
 And why we care

 Central banks: why they care

OUTLINE
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 We usually save our data on hard drives, flash drives, 
phones and whatever

 Dropbox and Google drive, and Yandex disk are some 
examples of distributed data storage

 Blockchain is just another way to store data
 It is a database!

 This is a distributed ledger that keeps data 
(effectively) at many servers, usually in different 
locations, and thus provides additional security

WHAT BLOCKCHAIN IS
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 This is a technology

 It allows transactions to be combined into blocks and 
to be recorded

 Important difference with Dropbox is that blocks 
depend from each other
 Cryptography allows to chain blocks so that it’s hard to 

change the sequence

 The database can be accessed from many (any 
number of) computers

 The speed of transactions might increase a lot

SO WHAT BLOCKCHAIN IS?
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TELL ME WHAT BLOCKCHAIN IS!!!
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 You may use Blockchain for several purposes

 E.g. it allows 
 Distributed access to the data

 Consensus among users on the data

 Transactions

 Smart contracts (this is like automatic contracts)

 However, the very first application was currency
 As everything started from Bitcoin

WHAT CRYPTOCURRENCIES ARE
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 October 2008: Satoshi Nakamoto published Bitcoin 
White Paper

 This was the main step towards “independent digital 
currencies”
 Now we have more than 2000

 Bitcoin is probably just a token that can be used in 
payments 

BITCOIN

https://bitcoin.org/bitcoin.pdf
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 Recently, using Bitcoins:
 Ohio allows to pay state taxes 

 American tax payers can get refunds

 Swiss companies accept as a payment

 (Not yet in Russia)

 Financial markets
 Still no ETFs

 Yet futures are already traded at CBOE and CME

BITCOIN USAGE?

https://www.marketplace.org/2019/04/08/world/ohio-experiments-bitcoin-tax-payments/
https://www.coindesk.com/us-income-tax-payers-can-now-get-refunds-in-bitcoin
https://www.swissinfo.ch/eng/bitcoin-or-cash_cryptocurrencies-accepted-by-switzerland-s-biggest-online-retailer/44835480
https://www.newsbtc.com/2019/05/20/crypto-lawyer-dont-get-too-hyped-about-vanecks-bitcoin-etf/
https://cryptonews.com/news/proof-of-institutionals-bitcoin-derivatives-skyrocketed-in-a-3895.htm
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 2000 of them? 

 There are many business models of companies that 
issue utility tokens that can be used to buy something 
from this company

OTHER CRYPTOCURRENCIES

https://coinmarketcap.com/all/views/all/
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LARGE CRYPTOCURRENCIES

https://coinmarketcap.com/all/views/all/
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 Cryptocurrencies will appear more and more in our 
lives

 In 2018: G20 communique
 We acknowledge that technological innovation, including that underlying 

crypto-assets, has the potential to improve the efficiency and inclusiveness 
of the financial system and the economy more broadly. Crypto-assets do, 
however, raise issues with respect to consumer and investor protection, 
market integrity, tax evasion, money laundering and terrorist financing. 
Crypto-assets lack the key attributes of sovereign currencies. At some point 
they could have financial stability implications. We commit to implement 
the FATF standards as they apply to crypto-assets, look forward to the FATF 
review of those standards, and call on the FATF to advance global 
implementation. We call on international standard-setting bodies (SSBs) to 
continue their monitoring of crypto-assets and their risks, according to 
their mandates, and assess multilateral responses as needed.

WHAT CENTRAL BANKS WILL DO?

http://www.g20.utoronto.ca/2018/2018-03-30-g20_finance_communique-en.html
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 Many CBs discuss that, including BIS, BoC, BoE and
independent researchers

 However, they would issue NEW digital currencies

 This would most certainly be a centralized system
 «three nodes – in the CB, MinFin and MinEcon»

 Not a proper blockchain

 Some details are under development (e.g. how one 
pays interest, or what we do with cash, or how we 
secure transactions)

 Yet I bet this will be under way in 5 years

WHAT CENTRAL BANKS WILL ISSUE?

https://www.bis.org/publ/qtrpdf/r_qt1709f.pdf
https://www.bankofcanada.ca/2017/11/staff-discussion-paper-2017-16/
https://bravenewcoin.com/assets/Industry-Reports-2016/Bank-of-England-Central-banks-and-digital-currencies-speech-by-Ben-Broadbent.pdf
http://www.nber.org/papers/w22238
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 Blockchain is just another way to store data
 Distributed access, maybe better security, payments

 It may increase speed, especially for international 
transactions

 Cryptocurrencies are just one way to use blockchain 
database for transactions and payments, and there 
are several other ways

 Central Banks already play with this technology and 
might issue digital currencies in the future

CONCLUSIONS


